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The language of London and Londoners 
 

Susan Fox and Devyani Sharma 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 

London is Europe’s largest city, and over a third of the foreign-born population of the UK lives there, 
with inner London boroughs having some of the highest proportions. In this paper, we look at how this 
intense level of inter-ethnic contact has influenced styles of English variation and use. The discussion 
starts with the large-scale picture and moves to individual practice, reflecting on how the two relate to 
one another.  Focusing on the sociolinguistic dynamics of two Asian-dominant ‘micro-ecologies’ 
(Tower Hamlets and Ealing), we address the central puzzle of sociolinguistics today: How to reconcile 
the fine, fleeting acts of agency we see constantly in the individual with the blindly uniform march of 
change that we see at the community level?  Our analyses point to a complexity that calls for refinement 
rather than rejection of traditional urban sociolinguistic models. 

 
 
 
 

Mrs Brown says that in London everyone is different, and that means anyone can fit in.  
Paddington Bear 

 
1.  The backdrop: Large-scale urban dynamics in London 

 
London is Europe’s largest city. It also has one of the highest proportions of foreign-born 
residents across cities globally: 3 million (34.9%) of its estimated population of 8.6 million 
are foreign-born. Over a third of the foreign-born population of the UK lives in London, with 
inner London boroughs having some of the highest proportions (Migration Observatory 
2016).  
 
These patterns of migration have fostered rich ethnic and cultural diversity in London, with 
White British residents comprising less than half of the city’s population (44.9%, ONS 2011). 
In this paper, we look at how this intense level of inter-ethnic contact has influenced styles of 
English variation and use. The discussion starts with the large-scale picture and moves to 
individual practice, reflecting on how the two relate to one another.  
 
Of course, migration is hardly new to London. The town was established by migrants 
(Romans), and has since continually attracted in-migration, most notably the French 
Huguenots in the latter part of the 17th Century, a large Irish community throughout the 18th 

Century and the first half of the 19th Century and, following the persecution of Jews in Russia 
and Poland, a large swell in the Jewish population in London towards the end of the 19th 
Century (see Fox 2015 for a fuller discussion).  
 
In the post-war era, from the 1950s onwards, London attracted, indeed actively encouraged, 
large-scale immigration to fill labour shortages, establishing the first large groups of ‘non-
white’ peoples in London. These groups included large inflows from the former British 
colonies such as Jamaica, Trinidad, Guyana, India, and Pakistan (including what is now 
Bangladesh), as well as double migration of South Asians fleeing East Africa. Since the 
1990s there has been a further increase of smaller immigrant groups from more diverse places 
of origin outside of Europe, such as Nigeria, Somalia and Turkey, as well as from the newer 
EU states, particularly Poland. London at the present time is home to people from no less than 
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179 countries (Vertovec 2007). Among inner London school children, more than half are 
known or believed to have a first language other than English (Department for Education 
2015) and well over 300 languages are spoken within the Greater London area. 
 
While the overall picture of London, then, is one of great diversity and multiculturalism, we 
would emphasise that this is not uniform across the Greater London area. London is divided 
into 33 boroughs (see Figure 1), and the demography of populations within boroughs can 
differ dramatically. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Map of White British and other ethnicities across London boroughs (The 
Guardian 2011) 

 
Some boroughs have a predominantly White British population – 83% in Havering (the 
borough furthest east of the City of London), where the second largest ethnic group (African) 
accounts for just 3% of the total population. Other boroughs are much more ethnically diverse 
and the diversity is spread more evenly. In Newham, for example, (another borough east of 
the City of London) the top four ethnic groups are White British (17%), Indian or British 
Indian (14%), African (13%) and Bangladeshi or British Bangladeshi (12%). Within more 
ethnically diverse boroughs, neighbourhoods can once again either be very mono-ethnic, with 
a single ethnic group dominating (either White or non-White), or multi-ethnic. 
 
In this paper, we compare the sociolinguistic dynamics of two Asian-dominant ‘micro-
ecologies’ within the metropolis. The first is Tower Hamlets, an Inner London borough in the 
East side of the city; the data taken from this borough come from a working-class, multi-
ethnic neighbourhood. The second case is Ealing, an Outer London borough in the West side 
of the city; the data taken from this borough come from a lower middle class, mono-ethnic 
neighbourhood. The largest ethnic group in both neighbourhoods is Asian, not White, but the 
neighbourhoods differ in how ethnically diverse they are. As we will see, this dramatically 
influences the repertoires of variation found, showing diverse outcomes in two Asian-
dominant neighbourhoods.  
 
We first outline the macro-patterns found for Asian and other groups in these studies, and 
then, in the next section, we look at what individuals do.   
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1.1  Tower Hamlets (East London)   

 
The largest ethnic group in Tower Hamlets is Bangladeshi or British Bangladeshi (32%), 
followed by White British (31%). This information in itself, however, does not provide an 
accurate picture of the area because the Bangladeshi population tends to be concentrated in 
the west of the borough and here the Bangladeshi population accounts for over 75% of the 
total in some neighbourhoods (Fox 2015). Some schools in Tower Hamlets have a 99% 
Bangladeshi student population. The data presented here from Fox (2015) were gathered from 
Bangladeshi adolescent males and white British adolescents in a multi-ethnic youth club 
where youngsters from local schools and estates interacted on a daily basis.  
 
Fox (2015) provides evidence that young urban Bangladeshi males are leading language 
change in this part of London and argues for the effects of language contact and the impact of 
non-UK varieties on the language of London. In her study, she found that the Bangladeshi 
males had not acquired the traditional Cockney variety of London English and were leading in 
innovative variants of PRICE and FACE vowels not previously documented for London.  
 
Figure 2 shows realisations of the PRICE vowel across the different ethnic groups. It can be 
seen from this figure that the Bangladeshi males have clearly not adopted the traditional local 
vernacular. The three variants that typify the traditional Cockney or popular London PRICE 
pronunciation - [ɑ̘ɪ] [ɑɪ] and [ɑː] - are used by the Bangladeshi group only seven per cent of 
the time. Fox (2015: 87) shows, similarly, that the two variants that typify the traditional 
Cockney or popular London FACE pronunciation – [æɪ] and [aɪ] - are realised by the 
Bangladeshi group only 1% of the time. At the same time, these findings demonstrate that 
other ethnic groups are following in the use of the variants most frequently used by the 
Bangladeshi males, albeit to a lesser extent.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Distribution of PRICE variants among different ethnic groups of East 
London adolescents (Fox 2015: 87) 

 
Similarly, the Bangladeshi males were shown to be leading in changes in the allomorphy 
system of the definite and indefinite articles. Instead of standard an [ən] and standard the [ðiː] 
before a vowel-initial word such as apple, the Bangladeshi males overwhelming use the pre-
consonantal forms of a [ə] and the [ðə] in both pre-consonantal and pre-vocalic positions, 
with other ethnic groups following this pattern to a lesser extent. Figure 4 illustrates this 
distribution of indefinite articles before vowels according to ethnic group, and Fox (2015: 
167) shows a similar pattern for new uses of the definite article.   
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Figure 3: Distribution of indefinite article before vowels according to ethnic group 
(Fox 2015: 161) 

 
In dense multi-ethnic enclaves in East London, these types of processes have given rise over 
the last two decades to Multicultural London English (MLE), a new vernacular dialect 
originating in East London, displacing the original inner-city domains of Cockney, and 
spoken by young, working class people of different ethnicities. Though led by non-White 
speakers, MLE has spread to speakers of all ethnicities in East London, and is now more 
defined by class than ethnicity. Notably, its phonetic, grammatical, discourse, and lexical 
features stem from a very rich feature pool combining numerous heritage languages, L2 
speech, creoles, postcolonial Englishes, and vernacular British forms (Cheshire et al. 2011).       
 
 
1.2  Ealing (West London)   

 
Like Tower Hamlets, the overall composition of Ealing is multi-ethnic, though with different 
proportions: White British (31%), Indian or British Indian (14%), Polish (6%), African (6%), 
Pakistani or British Pakistani (4%, ONS 2011).  As with Tower Hamlets, certain 
neighbourhoods within Ealing have very different ethnic compositions.  
 
Sharma, Rampton, and Harris (2008-2010) focused on the three neighbourhoods that 
constitute the town of Southall, within Ealing. Their data came from lower-middle class 
Punjabi heritage British Asians who grew up in an increasingly Asian neighbourhood. Over 
the last 50 years, the area has shifted from having a majority White population to a majority 
Punjabi Asian population, who often have little contact with other ethnicities. Today over 
75% of Southall residents are of South Asian heritage (ONS 2011), a figure that is almost 
certainly higher if undocumented residents are included. 
 
So here, in contrast to the data in Fox (2015), we have a highly mono-ethnic, lower-middle 
class Asian enclave. The contrast between Southall speech and MLE is dramatic. MLE is 
spreading beyond East London but is not yet the dominant variety heard in Ealing, though it 
can now be heard among working class teenagers in multi-ethnic housing estates. Instead, the 
variety in Southall is British Asian English, with almost all exogenous linguistic features 
directly traceable to Punjabi (though in many cases with structural shifts and functional 
reallocation over time).     
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The wider project examined 75 individuals across generations (Sharma & Sankaran 2011, 
Sharma 2011, Sharma & Rampton 2015). To illustrate the broad character of this local 
dialect, Figure 4 shows the repertoires of four representative second-generation Southall 
residents across gender and age. For now, we simply highlight the fact that it is primarily 
Punjabi-derived phonetic forms (i.e. all from a single heritage language source, unlike MLE) 
that form the basis of much of the observed variation.1 We explore further details of Figure 4 
later. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Use of Asian features by gender and age. Grey bars: Asian variants [ʈ], [e], 
[o], [l]. White bars: British variants [t], [eɪ], [əʊ], [ł]. (taken from Figs. 3-6 in Sharma 
2011.) 

 
Unlike MLE, British Asian English is not widely adopted by other ethnic groups. The 
situations where this was observed during fieldwork were when minority White British 
teenagers were in Asian-dominant schools with nearly all Asian friends. In other words, the 
effect found in Fox (2015) can arise under some circumstances in Southall, but the different 
social structures prevailing, with more ethnic segregation, means that opportunities for this 
are far fewer, and so the variety has remained a distinctive ethnic variety with class 
associations, rather than becoming primarily a class variety adopted across ethnic groups.     
 
The differences between our Tower Hamlets and Southall data show that the presence of a 
majority non-White population need not lead to identical outcomes. In fact, ethnic diversity 
and class interact in a very specific way. In Tower Hamlets, working class children of 
different heritage backgrounds live in close quarters in public housing estates, and MLE was 
born in this crucible. In Southall, we see some limited presence of MLE in precisely these 
contexts — multi-ethnic, working class housing estates. But the lower-middle class in 
Southall are affluent enough to buy homes on streets where their families and same-ethnicity 
                                                           
1 Anwar and his generation have a repertoire that also includes elements of London Jamaican influence acquired 
in his school years in the 1980s (for this mixed style, see Hewitt 1986; Rampton 1995) and maintained in 
moments with old school friends (Rampton 2011; Sharma & Rampton 2015). However, his primary repertoire 
deals in Asian, Standard British, and Vernacular British forms. 
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friends live. As class increases in Southall, so does the mono-ethnicity of neighbourhoods and 
social networks.    
 
So far, we have commented little on individuals. How do they fit in? Are these macro-social 
pictures of variation the whole picture?  In the next section we ask: How much do individuals 
conform to or diverge from these ‘predicted’ ethnic and class behaviours? And are 
divergences ultimately exceptions that prove the rules, or genuine challenges to macro-social 
analysis? 
 
 
2. The spotlight: Individual Londoners 

 
This question brings us to the central puzzle of sociolinguistics today: How can we reconcile 
the fine, fleeting acts of agency we see constantly in the individual with the blindly uniform 
march of change we see at the community level? The trajectory of city language certainly 
derives from individual life (and therefore repertoire) trajectories, but of course, conversely, 
individual choices are entirely saturated in, and shaped by, the current ambient state of the 
city’s trajectory of linguistic change (e.g. Eckert 2000).  
 
In this second part, we focus on versatile individual language use across settings, highlighting 
some of the limits of macro-sociolinguistic generalisations, but also—under closer scrutiny—
their considerable power even at the level of the individual. 
 
We start with two examples – in 2.1 and 2.2 – of individuals whose apparent individual 
divergences turn out to be exceptions that prove rules. But we end with two further examples 
– in 2.3 and 2.4 – that push us to recognise the deep well of lived experience and personality 
driving each individual. Rather than undermining the enterprise of understanding large group 
dynamics in cities, this unique flux present in every individual represents the raw material, 
maybe even the trigger, for language change.  
 
 
2.1  Nimmi – a ‘masculine’ wife in Southall? 

 
The ‘macro’ pattern presented earlier in Figure 4 showed that, among the second generation, 
older British Asian men had broader style repertoires than older women, and, conversely, 
younger women had broader repertoires than younger men. This was traced to a change from 
implicitly Punjabi social (and therefore gender) roles in the older generation. Despite their 
being born and raised in Southall, the women tended to remain on the inside of the 
community through social practices such as local work, early marriage, and a family focus, 
while the men interfaced with other communities through work (Indian business ties) and 
political activism (engaging with the White British community), and so had wider social 
networks, leading to a wider linguistic repertoire. By the younger generation, it was the 
women who had wider social networks, following a well-recognised British, not Indian, 
gendered class model (Milroy 1987). 
 
At the individual level there was considerable conformity to this pattern. But one older 
woman, Nimmi, had a broad style repertoire, akin to that of men of her generation. She even 
commented on one end of this range during her interview: “When I’m in India, my English is 
different. I know that because I bring on their accent and there’ll be certain dialect that they 
use that I wouldn’t certainly use here.”  
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Is she choosing a particularly ‘masculine’ repertoire for some reason? Has she simply made 
different personal choices that contradict the community pattern? In this case, her apparent 
exceptional behaviour in fact turns out to confirm the macro pattern. As her class status is 
slightly higher than the other women of her generation in the data set, she has more active 
transnational family ties, local business ties, and marginally more non-Asian British 
connections too. So according to the underlying factor of network diversity (life-worlds that 
derive from class and community stage), she does conform to the predicted pattern: her 
network more closely resembles those of men of her generation and her repertoire reflects 
this.2  
 
 
2.2  Siblings in a Tower Hamlets youth club   

 
Social networks, in this case friendship networks, were also found to be key in Fox (2015). 
Figure 5 is a representation of the Tower Hamlets youth club members’ friendship groups in 
Fox’s dataset. Each numbered circle is an individual speaker, placed within a friendship group 
according to information given by the speaker about his/her group of friends and also based 
on close observation of social interaction between the youth club members. Using this 
sociogram, each variant of the different vowel realisations was examined in turn and each 
person’s usage of the variant was plotted onto the sociogram.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Distribution of the PRICE variant [aɪ] among different friendship groups  
 
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the PRICE variant [aɪ] among the different friendship 
groups. It can be seen that overall this variant is preferred by the Bangladeshi males (as 
described above in Section 1). However, there is also a clear difference in its frequency of use 
among the older and younger Bangladeshi groups and these linguistic differences seem to 
reflect the different social practices engaged in by the two groups. The younger Bangladeshi 
boys were the most tight-knit and self-contained group in the youth club. They happily 
interacted with the other boys in the club during activities such as table tennis, pool and table 
football, but at other times they maintained social and spatial distance from them. They also 
focused on activities inside the club itself rather than on the street outside the club. Many of 
the older Bangladeshi boys, on the other hand, tended to have much more social interaction 

                                                           
2 In fact, the Indian accent Nimmi adopts sometimes is based on a very current, transnational elite Indian female 
style, highlighting the contemporary importance of mobile, global social contacts (Sharma 2016, cf. Blommaert 
& Rampton 2011). 
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with the Anglo boys and, although the activities within the club were still popular with these 
boys, they also took part in many of the street social practices and this tended to involve much 
more social mixing between the different groups. These differences between the younger and 
older Bangladeshi boys were also recorded for realisations of the FACE vowel, with the 
younger Bangladeshi boys using higher frequencies of innovative raised variants. Similarly, 
gender differences can be noted in the sociogram, also tied to different social practices. 
 
Siblings are of considerable interest in such studies, as to a great extent they share home, 
school, and other inputs, and so represent a very ‘clean’, controlled comparison of 
individuals. In Figure 5, speakers 1, 18, and 19 are White British siblings. 
 
We can see that, despite their shared home and school environments, speakers 1, 18, and 19 
do not share their levels of the innovative PRICE variant. We might interpret this as individual 
choice and a contradiction of global forces such as parental or school influence. However, 
Figure 5 shows us a very clear basis for their differences: The White boys are more networked 
to Bangladeshi boys than girls are and acquire more of their features.  
 
So individual differences that arise between otherwise very similar siblings can, in this case, 
be accounted for by macrosocial factors, as in the case of Nimmi in section 2.1. It is worth 
noting, nevertheless, that Figure 5 also shows that many friendship groups incorporate leaders 
and followers, showing that individual personality also plays a part in the advancement of 
new forms in the group (Labov 2001, Ch. 11 & 12; Stuart-Smith and Timmins 2010).   
 
In the remaining two subsections, we turn to data that are more challenging for common 
‘macro’ or group-level models of dialect style.  
   
 
2.3  Anwar and Ravinder — changing indexicalities 

 
All of our analysis so far has dealt in frequencies, even when looking at intra-individual 
variation in Figure 4. We have tended to interpret shared frequency of use as indicating 
similarity across individuals, e.g. between the brothers (18 and 19) in section 2.2.  
   
However, Sharma and Rampton (2015) showed that similar overall rates do not always 
correspond to similar social or indexical meanings in use. Using a method for quantitative 
tracking of real-time use of lects in discourse – Lectal Focusing in Interaction – they 
compared individuals’ shifts towards Indian English, Standard British English, and 
Vernacular British English in the course of interacting.3    
 
Figure 6 shows a narrative that was produced by Anwar, whose wider repertoire was given in 
Section 1. Here, we see him using a dramatic range of variation across the three ethnic and 
class styles; although details are not provided here (see Sharma and Rampton 2015), these 
fluctuations are very closely tied to such interactional work as footing, stance, voicing, and 
topic. So Anwar uses his ethnolectal variants to do very fine-tuned indexical work. 

 

                                                           
3 In this approach, an interaction or narrative is broken down into chunks based on clausal boundaries and 
footing shifts, and then, for each chunk, calculate the percentage of use of the three dialect styles. The 
calculation is based on coding only those accent features that contrast for the three dialect styles. For instance, 
word-final /t/ would be pronounced in different ways in each of the three dialect styles. The analysis generates a 
graph of how much the speaker fluctuates in their use of dialect styles in real time during discourse. (See Sharma 
and Rampton 2015 for full details.)  
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Figure 6: High lectal focusing in a narrative told by Anwar (from Sharma & Rampton 
2015: 19) 

 
Crucially, not all individuals in the Southall dataset do this. In particular, although younger 
men often have similar overall rates of use of Asian features such as retracted /t/, the indexical 
values they ascribe these forms are limited, as is the corresponding lectal focusing.  
 

 
 

Figure 7: Low lectal focusing in a narrative told by Ravinder (from Sharma & 
Rampton 2015: 23) 

 
In Figure 7, Ravinder, a younger British Asian man, consistently shows relatively ‘flat’ 
distributions, particularly for variable use of ethnolinguistic features (compare the solid lines 
in Figures 6 and 7), i.e. he shows much less evidence of fine-tuned links to interactional 
moments.  
 
This difference is characteristic of men in the two age groups, with older British Asian men 
continually re-inscribing ethno-political stances in their speech, a practice that arises out of 
their early life experiences of racial conflict and hostility in the early phase of the community. 
The younger men, by contrast, experienced a much less conflicted and marginalized status, 
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growing up during a later stage of the community. They still use ethnic pronunciations as an 
integral part of their British Asian accent, but hardly signal anything beyond community 
membership. Indeed, one volunteered the view that “it happens unintentionally… I’ll speak an 
English word but it’ll come out with an Indian accent” (Sharma and Rampton 2015: 25). 
 
So one challenge to standard macro analyses here is that the meaning an individual associates 
with a form can vary independently of its frequency of use. Nevertheless, these meanings can 
still be consistent at the group level, as in this case.  
 
However, even within his cohort of similar older men, Anwar exhibited the most dramatic 
range of all. This poses a second challenge to ‘macro’ accounts: why was he the leader in this 
sort of speech repertoire and style?  
 
 
2.4  Two brothers’ lived experiences 

 
Anwar’s striking range of style performance can be attributed in large part to his position 
within the macro-social system – his class, ethnicity, age, and the stage of his community. 
However, as noted, he is a stylistic leader in this intersection group, and this requires an 
element of individual personality linked to lived experience. This can be shown quite clearly 
by returning to our focus on siblings as a ‘controlled’ comparison.  
 
Anwar has a brother, Naseem, seven years older than him. The two men are identical in many 
social dimensions — the type of education they had, the level of education they achieved, 
their occupation (they took over their father’s restaurant business), their housing (they live 
within minutes of each other), and their families (both married wives who moved from 
Pakistan and with whom they do not speak English).  
 
However, they contrast quite clearly in their personality. Anwar dresses rather casually and 
slightly showily, while Naseem wears suits and shirts with muted colours. Anwar is a 
confident extrovert who loves to perform and to engage with community outsiders and the 
media. He uses his bilectal range constantly while speaking, with a very hybrid ‘resting’ or 
default setting. Naseem is much more shy and introverted. He has the same bilectal range 
because of their shared social experiences (habitus), but fluctuates less while speaking and 
favours a slightly more traditional British vernacular default setting in his speech.   
 
Clearly their individual personality differences give rise to different stylistic and performative 
choices. However, there is also a notable difference in lived experience that may have 
exacerbated this basic personality difference.  
 
The two men grew up during the 1970s and 1980s, at the peak of ethnic hostility as the 
proportion of Asians was increasing amid a violent backlash from far right political groups. 
Southall was the site of famous violent clashes between White British fascist groups and 
Asian community activists (Oates 2002).  
 
Here is how Anwar and Naseem describe these experiences as children: 
 
1. a.  Anwar (second generation man, age 41 at time of research):   
 We had extreme tensions. We had big problems with them. Whenever we would go to 

the park… they would hurl abuse at you and … even you know like even spit at you. 
But um because we- you know we had our pride. There was absolutely no way we were 
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going to be abused like this. [describes incident where an “English boy” knocked his 
friend’s turban off] Now when you knock somebody's turban off, need I say anymore. 
You know. That is the ultimate disrespect and … You know he shed tears, he didn't 
retaliate. What I had done, my anger was bursting, that I just got this guy and I just 
smashed his head over the wall. And I said to him that ‘You’re not going to do that. 
That is ultimate disrespect for us’. I'll probably be the youngest person to get arrested in 
Southall. 
… 
We are Asians, we’re Pakistanis, we’re Indians, you know, we’re proud of this. And the 
fact is that we had to stick together. Southall was a little cluster that had its own identity 
and its own ideologies. And if some fascist organisation wants to come into Southall er 
town hall and to have a meeting, then not over our dead bodies as they say. As then we 
rebelled. 

 
b.  Naseem (second generation man, age 48 at time of research):   

 We had to be very very careful. I still remember those days. It was quite frightening … 
We used to be bussed … When I went to brentside I used to go by [bus] 207 then. So 
then that was quite difficult travelling, when you're about twelve thirteen … You’d be 
scared to get picked on you know … We did feel intimidated … It’s changed now due 
to race relations laws and everything. It’s changed now a hell of a lot. 

  
Although the brothers are describing the same life of ethnic tension in Southall, the affective 
quality of their reports differs visibly. Anwar speaks of pride, resistance, fighting back, and 
rebellion. Naseem speaks of fear, difficulty, intimidation, and being careful.  
 
Some of this difference comes out of how an extrovert and an introvert might respond to 
situations of sustained and aggravated hostility in their life. But poignantly, one detail that 
Naseem mentions almost certainly also played a part. Southall implemented a highly 
controversial policy of bussing between 1969 and 1975. The goal was to limit the 
concentration of Asian children in schools to below one-third by bussing them to non-local 
schools. The adverse social and psychological effects for children and parents were so 
apparent that the policy was abandoned within 6 years. The controversial ‘Dispersal Policy’ 
even appears as an example in the national curriculum for British History (BBC 2009). 
During these six years, Anwar was aged 3-9 but Naseem was aged 10-16, so he experienced 
what was a brutally frightening experience throughout his secondary schooling. This almost 
certainly accounts not only for the tone of his narrative in (1b), but possibly also his ‘safer’ 
use of British dialect and less ethnopolitical style shifting. 
 
 
3. A new sociolinguistics? 

 
The case of Anwar and Naseem takes us a long way from large-scale patterns of language 
use. Their shared experiences and similar dialects are clearly embedded in a systematic urban 
social space and history. But they also emerged as very different individuals, very different 
speakers. What do such findings mean for sociolinguistics? 
 
Although the individuals examined across our data show such a wealth of individual 
diversity, we do not see their fluid, agentive, and ideologically shaped practices as ultimately 
either special to cities or as fundamentally challenging to large-scale sociolinguistic models. 
The combinations of linguistic forms found in MLE, London Jamaican, or British Asian 
speech, are sometimes spectacular, and very ‘London’. But we do not see the processes of 
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variation underpinning their use to be unique to London or to cities. London may well have a 
richer base of raw materials at a speaker’s disposal, with a wealth of contacts and conditions 
licensing their use. But in terms of sociolinguistic theory, we see this complexity as calling 
for refinement rather than rejection of traditional urban models.  
 
The research reviewed here has proposed numerous such amendments to existing 
sociolinguistic assumptions. Among these are: group second language acquisition as a 
possible major source of new urban dialects (Cheshire et al. 2011), minority groups as a 
source of change for majority groups (Fox 2015), indexical change as independent of 
frequency change (Sharma & Rampton 2015), and the role of repertoires and non-peer effects 
in understanding gradual dialect shift (Sharma 2011; Sharma & Sankaran 2011).  
 
But the studies confirm many deep principles of urban sociolinguistics too. Londoners 
continue to have vernaculars (Labov 1966), however diverse their use of them may be. They 
acquire systems, not scattered forms, and their acquisition closely reflects such distinctions as 
transmission and diffusion (Labov 2007). The individuals in Sharma (2011), for instance, may 
exhibit complex cross-situational shifting, but they also acquire the precise linguistic systems 
of their British peers (e.g. constraints on glottaling; Sharma & Sankaran 2011). Practices of 
bricolage observed in our data exploit refined knowledge of macro-cultural indexicalities 
(Eckert 2000). And the gender patterns found across our studies conform to established 
findings relating to political economy, network exposure, and the association of vernaculars 
with masculinity (e.g. Trudgill 1972, Gal 1978, Eckert 1989, Chambers 1995).  
 
Certainly, an individual focus, e.g. on Anwar and Naseem, reminds us that aggregate group 
patterns can never fully capture the individual. But even here, a study of the individual can 
illuminate, rather than obscure, large-scale processes at the community level. Cheshire et al. 
(2011: 186) and Fox and Torgersen (2009) comment on Abigail, a 13-year-old Albanian 
immigrant who is a hyper-user of phonetic and grammatical forms of MLE. Her individual 
usage may reflect a heightened social need (perhaps due to her age, friendship group, and 
migration history) to signal belonging and authenticity. But in the bigger picture, this dynamic 
systematically boosts the contribution of second language features in the emerging system 
and speeds up processes of change underway. 
 
The presence of a “superdiverse” feature pool in much of our data does not so far seem to 
demand a new theoretical lens where dialect change is concerned. The speech of London and 
Londoners has always been an extraordinary space of creativity and change and continues to 
be, but this does not lead us, yet, to “an epistemological rupture with past approaches” 
(Blommaert 2013: 621). London is certainly the site of radical fluidity in individual 
interactional practices, which disrupt modern European ideologies of code boundaries and 
values (Otsuji and Pennycook 2010; Garcia & Li Wei 2014). But our studies find that 
continual focusing in dialect use towards local group norms (only for these to change again, 
of course) appears to be an equally deep and lasting social imperative.  
 
Indeed, very similar processes underpinned Middle English in London, as it emerged out of 
the influence of Norman contact—nearly creole-like and with elaborate translanguaging 
routinely found in the highest registers (Schendel & Wright 2011)—or Cockney in earlier 
centuries, as it voraciously absorbed Hindi, Yiddish, French, Romani, and many other codes 
through artful, new performances by individual Londoners. In each case, the outcome was a 
set of enregistered, focused dialects embedded within elaborate and unique repertoires formed 
by each Londoner’s personal social world. We see the same processes alive in London today.  
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